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About This Content

Silver Avalonian bundle is available for purchase only in the period of Early Access.

If you have the Silver Founder title, do not purchase this bundle. In a short time, you will get it for free as it is included in your
founder bundle. You can purchase other DLC bundles and get the listed bonuses.

Bonuses will be distributed as soon as the corresponding game mechanics are introduced:

Bundle includes:

Premium currency to the amount of $50;

Box with unique items;

Forum and game title: Silver Avalonian Bundle;

3 additional slots in your inventory;

Personal teleporter to a peaceful area with 30 min cooldown;
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5 unique personal cabin decor elements;

5 unique hangar decor elements;

Unique pet-drone;

Unique quad bike skin;

Unique wings skin;

Unique buggy skin.
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Title: Project Genom - Silver Avalon Pack
Genre: Action, Massively Multiplayer, RPG
Developer:
NeuronHaze
Publisher:
NeuronHaze
Release Date: 12 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7,8,10 (64-bit only)

Processor: 2 GHz quad-core Intel or AMD

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 460 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 11 GB available space

English,Russian
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Destination Ares is pretty unique in its kind, and even if it sometimes can be unfair and hard to understand, I can only encourage
you to try it and see for yourself. Cause when it goes right, it feels so good.
Plus, there is a free version on the creator's site.. It's basically Myst, the alternate version (references to this and KSP at the very
end of the game).
Play if you want to chill with some puzzles and aren't afraid to dig out pen & paper to take notes - buy on sale for around 15
euros or less.

Also, you can do drugs. Have fun.. I was quite hyped to play this game of legendary status and so I'm very sad that I'm forced to
refund it before I can truly immerse myself enough into its weird but kinda sympathetic world...

And the reasons are mostly of technical nature - some of them aren't the fault of the porting team, some probably are...
My main gripe with the game is the limit to 30 frames per second - just like in the original admittedly and not D3T's (the
porting teams') fault, as it would probably require too much work to make it 60 FPS. But they at least could have made the
frame-pacing less godawful! Even the SpecialK mod doesn't seem to help much - the frames are very uneven and the game feels
even more choppy because of that. Add to it the camera that is quite close to the character (especially indoors) and its wobbly
movement and you're guaranteed motion sickness if you're prone to it! x(

I played for about 1.4 hours but I was getting dizzy and sleepy due to the aforementioned problems very quickly. But even
without them my first impressions weren't particularly good: from the obnoxiously loud sounds in the menus to the repetitive
music, cheesy dialogue and cliche story to the bad controls...

Maybe I will give the game another try someday but it's rather unlikely... Maybe on consoles on a TV that upscales 30 FPS to 60
it would be more tolerable but right now I just can't recommend it if you're sensitive to to those issues... :(

I kinda liked the atmosphere of the small Japanese town but that's pretty much all.... Very very basic game, best I can tell it uses
3 arrow keys for all controls. Grab it on sale it'll be worth it on sale,. Such a classic and the gameplay is still as fun as ever.
Graphics are pretty dated, but aren't a big deal. My personal favorite part is the mission planning, plotting each step and move,
setting up each multi-team breach.

You get a bunch of great moments out of the game, too. For instance: having to prone past a window to get into the optimal spot
to breach the room without alerting the baddies and harming the hostages inside. Moments like that make you feel like a tactical
bad♥♥♥♥♥ Especially since every shot counts; one or two hits and you're dead.

I was about 6 or 7 the first time I played Rainbow Six. My dad made me stop playing after I got too good at it. Good times...
Definitely a great game and I'm having a ton of fun playing it all again.. for one person to have made this..... WOW, it's
beautiful! i ran across a bug that wont let me spawn at all even if i restart. But to be expected for just being put on early access!
Im sure it will be sorted in due time. But I promise you, this game has a lot of promise!. This turned out to be a better adventure
than i expected. It follows the now very familiar trope of a slob in the present day getting sucked into a fantasy world to become
a reluctant hero, but instead of being grating the main character is surprisingly endearing. The graphics are great and there is lots
of fun dialog that the actors deliver well. The puzzles aren't too difficult, and everything just feels really tight and well executed.

The highlight for me was the two or three moments in the game where all the characters break into song. Although other
adventure games have some great songs in them (Deponia, Kentucky Route Zero) this one mixes it up a little by letting you pick
your own lines. It's a fun way to add a bit of interactivity and makes me wonder how an adventure that was 100% presented as a
musical would work. I guess that would have cost way too much cash to make. As it is, just a light musical theater twist on the
usual adventure game formula makes this a very enjoyable romp. I look forward to part two.. Bought this for my niece, age 6,
she likes the flying around but tends to lose interest in the story mode, and plays so she can unlock printable cards. Perhaps if
the game had voice for the characters the game would retain her interest for longer. The minigames are difficult for her but not
impossible. The soundtrack seems like it is a single song repeated throughout the entire game and gets on my nerves rather
quickly. Do Not Recommend.. Abandoned.... This is an excellent game; although, not for me as I found out. It is supposed to be
relaxing, but it somehow manages to make me furious. This is probably due to the clunky controls. I played this game on
Android - and it was much better there.
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However, many people (who are probably not perfectionists in gaming) will find this very relaxing on any platform.
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WHAT'S IN THE BOX?
'Escape VR Above the Clouds' is an 'escape the room' game; you are locked in a room and need to escape by solving puzzles.
The game actually has a couple of rooms through which you need to progress mostly linearly. Puzzles vary from easy ("find
element X") to hard ("align elements A-F correctly").

VISUALS
The style of this game is realistic as in 'everything looks as in would in real-life'. From the visuals I'd say the game is set in the
present. The graphics are top notch, the objects are beautifully designed (that car! OMG!) and fit together nicely. Also, the
game takes place in a high building and you see the clouds below you most of the time which lends a specific cool atmosphere
as well.

SOUND
There are the usual background noises and sounds when interacting with elements. Sometimes the player himself speaks but this
happened maybe two times. There's some music throughout the game (for example in the elevator) which was a welcome
change from the normal quasi-silent environment.

CONTROLS
The controllers are shown as hands and everything that can be touched is highlighted so it is easy to grab; there are also specific
animations for interacting with stuff which I found quite nice. There is no inventory though, so you can only carry two things at
once which I found annoying at times but overall wasn't much of a problem.

GAMEPLAY
As is typical for escape games there is no story, though I have a suspicion why the player starts out in a closet next to a bedroom
^-^. The content of the game is progressing through puzzles, which were interesting and inventive. I really enjoyed solving them
(though some are a bit obscure) as most of these make sense logically and lead to one another. One was really hard (that code!!)
and I had to use the hint system (which could be visually improved btw). Overall it took me about 2 hours to complete.

BOTTOM LINE
Top notch graphics and great puzzles. Fans of the genre will have a great time.. Can't recommend, it was so buggy I wasn't able
to play it despite trying for 3h. If you must go for it, watch the refund counter.. This game is pretty fun but it still requires some
work, took me about 20 minutes to get past level 1 but after that the levels were relatively easy. i didnt stop playing till i got to
level 10, the beginning of the level you have to make not one but two pixal perfect jumps through spike wheels which is then
followed with a frictionless wall jump. im 99% sure that frictionless wall jumping is bugged because it doesnt let you jump off
the walls, i gave up after about 5 minutes of literally going nowhere. the physics seem really off but this is due to no air friction
to slow your acceleration and to help you slow down, the only friction is on the ground. the green floor feels really off because it
kills all forward motion with which im use to having to kill myself, had to get use to that to get past the first level. Personally all
this game really needs is better indicators around the spikes because it doesnt look the spkies are killing you, its more of the air
around the spikes. for the dallor i spent on it, it was totally worth.. It's alright. I've been following this game for like 4 weeks and
its maybe a little less good than I expected, but its not bad.

+I like the humor (id take this point with a grain of salt though, if you didnt like the jokes in the trailer, then this might not be
something youd like)
+It controls pretty well, feels like cave story
+Compared to other indie steam platformers, the visuals and music are pretty damn good.

-I cant tell if things are glitching on accident or on purpose. the first level boss got stuck under the floor halfway through the
fight, but i could still hit it and it could still hit me, so I have no clue. geometry seems weirdly sparse at points and sometimes
enemies and background elements float. in any other game this would be a big negative but it kinda jives with the feel of the
game so it isnt quite as bad.
-Good god it has serious slowdown problems, if the dev reads any of this, please read this one criticism. my game slows down to
about 5 frames a second during the first bosses second phase just due to how many particle effects there were. even if the
slowdown is intentional, it sucks.

All in all its pretty fun, but I'd wait a day or two to see if the dev patches the slowdown problem.. payday 2 sydney nude mod
wait.. this isn't google. This game has no instructions. It looks pretty straight forward but, unless I did it wrong, the game does
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not work. Graphic and atmosphere is good but the game play itself is garbage. For example the match only lits up and goes off
like 1-3 secs..a lighter with 35% capacity I assumed only lasts 5 secs??? and you start out with no lights only a lighter that use up
in 5 secs and I can't lit anything to give light and you cannot play if there is no light. The button function does not work only
basic ones like w a s d movements, left mouse button, dont know what right mouse button does it just use it to discard. If this is
only alpha stage hope they fix it all these problems or this game is broken and I just got scammed 5 bucks...ridiculous... I have
never asked for a refund for a game before, but this might be my first. Before purchasing I did a little research, watched a
couple videos and kind of thought to myself, "It can't actually be that bad, can it?" well, I suppose unfortunately for me and
everyone else that shelled out the thirty bucks, it really is. Everything in the game is just bleh, the artistry is bleh, the enemy
design is bleh, the music is bleh, the story is bleh, the combat is bleh. Normally I will suffer through a game for at least a few
hours before I make a decision wether I think it is bad or not, but this one from the start just felt poorly made. Its a let down for
sure, cool concept, very, very poorly executed.. great game to play with friends. I just got a world record on this game.. After
trying to finish Super Benbo Quest (and giving up at the final level) I must say this game is a really challenging one. I do enjoy
the visuals, the crapposting, and the music. Though I will say when it comes to my gripes with the game comes with how
annoyingly hard some parts of a level or how a boss can be at times, the biggest examples being the ultimate plan character
jumping over the TNT on the final level . Some other problems I have with the game are how misleading the lifebar is. The
problem with it being that it seems misleading in my opinion, thinking you can take more hits than you think. The other problem
being the dash mechanic though it might just be me, but for me when it came to trying to complete the final level the dash
mechanic seems to be instant and can screw you up a lot when jumping on the TNTS. I feel like the dash mechanic is something
that should be touched up in a patch, or it's probably me just being bad at vidya gaims. Other than that I still think it's a really
good game that is worth picking up if you're in for wanting to test yourself and your patience.
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